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DDS Logistics acquires collaborative supply chain
management specialist Fluid-e

As part of its development strategy, DDS Logistics, France's leading TMS provider, has
acquired Fluid-e, a major player in collaborative inventory and replenishment
management.
In full development, with a rapidly growing supply chain sector, DDS
Logistics, a leading software vendor specializing in transport, logistics
and international sourcing, has announced the acquisition of Fluid-e
and its innovative and collaborative solution dedicated to inbound
supply chain management.
Founded in 2010, Fluid-e is a SaaS portal capable of executing the
procurement processes of manufacturers, distributors and logistics
providers in sectors as varied as food, consumer goods, luxury goods and healthcare. Its scope of
action covers three main areas, which have become essential to ensure the performance of the
supply chain




An EDI and API platform for information exchange between players
Inventory visibility and shared calculation of replenishment needs
Sending and tracking of orders, including quality control and appointment scheduling

Providing all the keys to collaborative management of a supply chain ecosystem

With this new solution, DDS Logistics offers its customers a complete range of solutions, including
international sourcing, vendor managed inventory, and transport management, enabling them to
manage an entire collaborative ecosystem, from upstream to downstream.
This collaborative vision of stocks, orders and shipments brings significant benefits to manufacturers,
retailers and logistics service providers: dynamic adjustment of stocks to the right level leads to
significant reductions in costs and CO2 emissions and avoids any risk of disruption.
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"Integrating Fluid-e into DDS is a great opportunity for the company. We share the same values and
the same approach to expertise and support for our customers over the long term," says Jérôme Bour,
President of DDS Logistics.
"We are delighted to transfer Fluid-e, its expertise and know-how to a solid and innovative company
such as DDS. This not only ensures the sustainability of our solution and our commitment to our
customers, but also provides significant development potential for our teams," says Maël Barraud,
president and founder of Fluid-e.

About DDS LOGISTICS
Founded in 1984, DDS Logistics specialises in software for the organisation and management of transport and international sourcing. DDS
Logistics is the market leader in France for TMS (Transport Management System) and offers a range of services for the digitalisation of
transport covering all areas of the supply chain, both domestic and international. Our collaborative solutions provide visibility of flows and
cost control throughout the transport chain.
DDS Logistics solutions are aimed at manufacturers, distributors, importers, exporters and logistics service providers and guarantee a rapid
return on investment: lower transport costs, reduction of stocks through better control of the supply chain, control of lead times and
service quality, etc.
More information on: www.ddslogistics.com. Follow us on Twitter @ddslogistics & Linkedin @DDS Logistics

About Fluid-e
Founded in 2011, Fluid-e is a SaaS portal that executes B2B supply chain processes and monitors the quality of execution.
Fluid-e's solutions offer a new approach to information sharing between the different actors thanks to value-added services for a better
supply chain performance, for cost control, for innovation that creates more services and competitive advantages.
More information on: www.fluid-e.net / LinkedIn: www.linkedin.com/company/fluid-e
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